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NAP Hellrazor Broadhead Test by Jon Teater

ew Archery Products, which goes by NAP, is a
pretty familiar name to most archers and has
achieved remarkable success over the years.
The company began its tenure by creating products
that were designed to be different and better than the
competition. Today NAP is focused on innovation,
which has produced broadheads that are among the
sharpest and most durable in the industry. The company's large product portfolio has continued to grow over
this last year, and the design team seems plush with
more ideas. At the helm of design is Bob Mizek. Bob
and his team are instrumental in the company's success. Fortunately for ArrowTrade readers, the team at
NAP thought it would be a good idea to put their popular broadhead, Hellrazor, through a performance test.
The methods that were developed and used for this
test came after numerous hours of research and reading
several articles by fellow ArrowTrade writers and Dr. Ed
Ashby, whose work has often been reported in Todd
Smith's Traditional Focus column. I agree with many
things Dr. Ashby has said over the years. I am also of the
opinion that testing on animals is the most relevant
method to provide a fair indication of penetration of
the entire arrow; however, Ashby's tests do not provide
measurable numbers that are exclusively related to the

broadhead alone and because of that I decided it would
be a good idea to put some of the top products in the
industry to a test.

Test Overview
The test performed on the Hellrazor is separated into
three parts. First, the product is evaluated for quality
purposes. Next, the broadhead is pushed through polyethylene (poly) sheeting and the amount of work
required and peak force is measured. Thirdly, the
Hellrazor's ability to take a direct hit into wood is documented.

Weight Measurements
Package 1
Package 2
Package 3

120

Broadhead 1
(Grains)
99.8
100.2
99.8

Broadhead 2
(Grains)
100.1
100.1
99.9

Broadhead 3
(Grains)
100.0
99.7
100.3

Broadhead 4
(Grains)
99.6
99.7
100.1

Average Weight
(Grains)
9 9.9
9 9.9
1 00.0
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By Jon Teater

Inspection
NAP provided three packages of Hellrazors. Much
can be said about products that weigh close to their
advertised weight. As shown in the table each head is
weighed. All heads were fairly close or identical to the advertised weight of 100 grains. After
weighing the product, I took digital images of
several of the broadheads under a high-power
microscope. As shown in the pictures on the
previous page, the heads have little to no
imperfections and were extremely sharp out of
the package.

blades, etc.) may result in an increase in the projectile’s
"penetration potential."
This portion of the test is static; so therefore the
dynamics of shooting an arrow from a compound bow

Penetration Force
A broadhead is a critical piece of the puzzle when it comes to penetration. The
mechanical advantage that a broadhead creates is essential for cutting and slicing a path
through game. In a hunting scenario, the
broadhead will make contact with tissue, bone
and ligaments as it travels through an animal's
cavity. As the broadhead travels through the
cavity it will meet resistance. A broadhead's
ability to pass through a material with ease (or
minimal force) due to cutting features/characteristics (i.e. sharpness, profile, number of

3 (Package
1)
Force
Test Broadhead
Broadhead
3 (Package
1)
Force Test
Parameter
1
2
3
4
5
Average Average
1.44

Peak Force (lbs)
1.45
1.41
1.40
1.47
1.48

Work (ft-lb)
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.10

1.44

0.09

0.09

4 (Package
3)
Force
Test Broadhead
Broadhead
4 (Package
3)
Force Test
Parameter Peak Force (lbs)
Work (ft-lb)
1
1.49
0.10
2
1.53
0.10
3
1.49
0.10
4
1.44
0.09
5
1.42
0.09
1.47
Average Average
1.47
0.10

0.10
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Weight (lbs)

Draw Length
(inches)

Arrow
Weight
(grains)

Velocity (fps) *

60

29

481

253

Compound Bow

Kinetic
Momentum
Energy (lb-ft)
68.38

17.35

Distance
to Wood
(ft)
10

*TheratingvelocityismeasuredperATA/BOW1042008

Parker Inferno Bow Report by Jon E Silks

into a medium are not present. A broadhead will ideally make most of its contact against skin and soft tissue
as it enters and moves through an animal. It is rather
difficult to find a material that is readily available and
comparable to tissue. With that said, I evaluated several materials and did research comparing various materials based on factors such as elongation, impact resistance, tensile strength and tear strength. The decision
was made to use poly sheeting, which may be odd to
some. However, it has several properties that are more
comparable to tissue than various rubbers.
As with most tests it is difficult to remove all the
variables. In this test I have minimized the variables by
testing the broadhead independently of the arrow and
other forces (i.e. momentum). The test starts with the
use of a rigid fixture. The fixture includes sophisticated
equipment (a load cell) that records the amount of force
(in pounds) it takes to penetrate a medium. Three layers of the mentioned sheeting are compressed in a
holding fixture. The broadhead travels through the
sheeting within the holding fixture through the use of a
linear slide and stepper motor. The motor is designed
to control the speed and limit the distance that the
broadhead will travel.
A force curve is recorded as the Hellrazor penetrates the medium. The graphical representation
details the resistance at each stage of penetration
through the sheeting. The table details the total
amount of work and peak force (lbs) the Hellrazor takes
to penetrate the medium. To put the information into
perspective, a typical field point takes on average over
10 pounds of peak force to penetrate the three layers of
poly sheeting. Keep in mind that the cutting diameter
of this broadhead is approximately 1-1/8 inches, which
is much larger than a field point.

Design Integrity
The primary thought behind this portion of the test
is that a broadhead must be able to resist damage upon

impact with bone. A broadhead that ends up becoming
damaged while impacting bone, will suffer in penetrating because of an increase in resistance that it creates as
it travel through an animal.
For this test, two arrows are tipped with Hellrazors
and are shot by a compound bow into wood, at a distance of approximately 10 feet. The density of wood has
some similarities to hard tissue (bone). However, there
are inconsistencies in many types of wood (i.e. plywood), so I decided to use a premium pine board that is
nominally one inch thick (actual measurement .7665
inches). A product that can "survive" and is unscathed
after penetrating wood should be considered well
designed by most archers. One can assume that if the
product is able to remain untarnished or only slightly
blemished from this test, then the results in the field
should be alike.
As shown in the picture the side profile of the broadhead indicates deep penetration into the wood. The
penetration of both heads was similar. Both broadheads
remained intact. One of the broadheads experienced a
minor bend in the blade. The broadheads remained
sharp, but did not seem as sharp as when they were initially opened, which is understandable based on the
amount of testing done.

Overall
The Hellrazor is constructed out of a one-piece
stainless steel block. The broadhead has photon blade
bonding. The bonding creates increased connectivity
amongst components and the results of the design
integrity test demonstrate the Hellrazor's strength and
durability. The blades of the Hellrazor provide addition
appeal because of their clean, gleaning edge and sharpness. The Hellrazor's ability to slice through the test
material with ease proves its tremendous sharpness.
Overall, I would rate the product above average in design
integrity and exceptional in the sharpness category.
About the Author: Jon Teater began archery product
testing in 2005. His technical experience, hunting skills,
and test equipment allow Jon to perform some of the most
in-depth technical reviews of products in the industry. Jon
has designed and built sophisticated test equipment,
which enables compound bows and crossbows to be shot
automatically, providing a top-notch test environment to
base his conclusions. Jon provides readers with accurate
product assessments that have been published in Bow and
Arrow, on ArcheryTalk.com and in ArrowTrade Magazine.
Jon and his wife Lisa live in Upstate New York with their
baby son, Tristan. This ArrowTrade contributor can be
reached at jon@archeryconsumer. com.
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By Jon Teater

Rinehart
RhinoBlock
Rinehart has become an industry leader in targets.
The company’s Vice President of Sales and Marketing,
James McGovern, started off interested in the test parameters and ended with a reminder that Rinehart targets
are exactly what their tag line says – “The Best Archery
Targets in the World.” The statement is quite loud and
James believes they can back it up with their mission of
only using the best materials, which results in the best
targets. One thing is quite certain about these targets –
they are distinct from the competition.
The company was founded in 1999, and since its
inception there has been several updates and changes to
their designs. The company’s popularity originated from
their lifelike 3-D targets. To grow and remain relevant to
consumers the company expanded their line of products
to include smaller portable targets like the Rinehart 18-1.
Among the backyard line of targets is the RhinoBlock.
Rinehart also offers a similar but larger version of the
RhinoBlock, known as the RhinoBlock XL.
The RhinoBlock is a good balance between the company’s line of larger and smaller targets. The RhinoBlock
possesses Rinehart’s core technology known as ‘selfhealing’ foam. In fact, the foam does not just repair itself
from surface hits, it can be run over by a heavy duty vehicle and will eventually return to its original state. The target includes patented technology that allows the broadhead-friendly insert to be removed; this feature is a must
for those that do a lot of shooting. On two sides of the
target are 3D sculpted deer that provide a realistic touch.
This feature is perfect for those that need a change-up
from the typical shooting dot. The final aspect of this target is the rope handle. The handle is molded into the target and allows for easy handling to and from shooting
locations.

The Test
Generally I see very few target tests, which has made
developing test parameters a little difficult. With that
said, these uncharted territories sparked my interest and
I am hopeful these type of tests will help all of us gain a
better understanding of targets and the product that is
spotlighted in this article. The test methods used and
presented in this article are similar in nature to other
tests I have done. Moreover, I have considered more
recent philosophies on testing archery products as it
relates to industry standards.

Product Information
Manufacturer
Model
Measured Weight
Advertised Dimensions
RhinoBlock MSRP

Rinehart
RhinoBlock
19.8 lbs
16"X16"X13"
$159.99

The test equipment used is as follows: an automated
drawing/shooting machine, compound bow (setup at 60
pounds, 29 inches), carbon arrow, AMS fiberglass arrow
(with chisel tip point, without outsert), load cell,
hydraulic lift and high tensile rope.
The compound bow and arrow combination are
measured for velocity during the test and included in
this article. In addition, the targets distance from the
bow is standardized. The distance from the target is
measured by taking the vertical projection of the bows
pivot point, to the approximate path of the arrow, and
measuring 10 feet (+/- 1 inch) to the front of the target.
The testing is split into three parts, namely:
Penetration Test, Arrow Removal Test and Durability
Test.
Penetration Test (Hole in Hole)
The purpose of this test is to evaluate the design
integrity and “stopping” characteristics of the
RhinoBlock. As mentioned, the target is 10 feet away
from the compound bow. The fast speeds of the arrow
and close distance to the target is an extreme scenario as
compared to normal shooting, but this was done with a
purpose. The target is close to the bow to assure that the
arrow is shot in the same hole as previous. Otherwise, a
small change in point of impact will invalidate the
results.
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Parameter (Shot)

Average Shots
Bow Setup and
Distance from Target
- Penetration Test

Target

108

Draw Arrow
Kinetic
Distance
Weight Length Weight Velocity Energy
to Target
(lbs) (inches) (grains) (fps)*
(lb-ft) Momentum
(ft)
Compound Bow
60
29
360
290
67.24
14.88
10

*TheratingvelocityismeasuredperATA/BOW1042008

Rinehart RhinoBlock Target Test by Jon Teater

The arrow is measured utilizing ATA Guidelines
(ATA/ARR-201-2008). The actual arrow length used in
this portion of the test is 29 inches. The arrow is marked
18.625 inches from the leading end of the arrow shaft,
which is approximately 64 percent of the total arrow
length. The distance from the front of the shaft is not
derived arbitrarily. The remaining 10 or so inches of
arrow gives an archer enough room to grip the arrow
without making contact with the fletching as the arrow
is pulled from the target.
The RhinoBlock is mounted to a hydraulic lift table.
The table allows the target to be raised and lowered and
Bow Setup moved
and left/right if needed; this permits the bow to
in a single position. The bow is mounted to a
stance from remain
Target
rigid,
sophisticated
automated shooting machine. The
Penetration Test
bow is shot multiple times with an identical arrow at
the same location until the arrow reaches 18.625 inches
of penetration or greater. In some cases, the arrow will
exceed the 18.625 inch threshold, which is tallied only if
the previous shot did not reach the threshold mark. The
test is repeated several times and the results are recorded. The average measurement represents the amount of
shots it takes to meet or exceed the threshold marking.
The results illustrate the targets ability to "endure"
heavy hits from an arrow at close range. On average, it
takes 108 shots placed in the same location to reach
18.625 inches or greater of penetration based on the
bow and arrow setup mentioned in this portion of the
test.
Arrow Removal Test (Pull Test)
Many of us have probably wondered how much
force it takes to remove an arrow from a target. That
seems like a difficult feat to accomplish when dealing
with many variables. So after much thinking, I developed a test that allows me to measure the amount of
force it takes to remove an arrow with some of the mentioned equipment.
An AMS fiberglass arrow is modified by removing
the outsert and incorporating a chisel tip only onto the
shaft. The modification of the arrow creates a similar
profile as compared to a typical hunting or target arrow.
The fiberglass arrow is used because it has a stopping
device and an AMS safety slide, which allows me to
retract the arrow from the target. The fiberglass arrow is
significantly heavier than most hunting arrows but do
not be put off because of this difference. The typical
penetration of the fiberglass arrow into the RhinoBlock
is approximately the same as the other hunting arrow
used in this test. Any variation in penetration is mostly
attributable to the differences in momentum. In addi-
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Penetration Test
Parameter (Shot)
1
2
3
Average Shots

Front of
Target
107
105
112
108

tion, the friction coefficients of dry/clean fiberglass and
carbon surfaces are very similar; therefore, it is difficult
to say those differences create a large disparity between
the test arrow and a typical arrow your customer may
shoot.
As mentioned, the target is mounted to a heavy duty
hydraulic lift table. The bow fires an arrow at the target,
and a machine retracts the arrow with use of weight
measuring equipment. The bow is shot at various locations on the target, but never in the same hole as previously shot. The force measurements are recorded and
averaged.
The results confirm that it takes on average 37.2
pounds of peak force to remove an arrow from the
RhinoBlock. The test represents data from 25 shots, and
the results are based on the bow and arrow setup mentioned in this segment of the test.
Durability Test
A compound bow is fired at approximately 10 feet
away from the target. The bow is shot 25 times and is oriented so the arrow hits within a two inch circle. The target is photographed before and after the bow is shot.
The test revealed no pass-throughs. The self-healing
foam did its job, and only minor cosmetic damage
occurred.

Pros/Cons
Rinehart has designed the RhinoBlock with multiple
sides for shooting. The numerous sides, 3D sculpting
and various shooting zones create enough options for
any shooter to enjoy. When shooting, it is hard not to
notice the integrity of the target. The test results prove
that the target is comprised of high-density material that
can stand up to hard arrow hits. The performance results
reveal that it takes over 100 shots placed in the same
location to penetrate deeply into the target. The last positive relates to weather resistance. Having seen a
RhinoBlock exposed to snow, rain, warm and cold
weather, I can tell you that these targets may fade in
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Arrow Removal Test
Average (lbs)*

Bow Setup and
Distance from
Target - Arrow
Removal

Draw
Weight Length
(lbs)
(inches)
Compound Bow
60
29

37.2

Arrow
Kinetic
Distance
Weight Velocity Energy
to Target
(grains) (fps) *
(lb-ft) Momentum
(ft)
1142
170
73.30
27.68
10

*TheratingvelocityismeasuredperATA/BOW1042008

Arrow Removal Test

color but remain unharmed and will continue to be reliable.
Average (lbs)*
37.2
There is only one negative I noted when shooting into
the RhinoBlock. The amount of force it takes to remove a *Theaveragecalculationdoesnotconsiderthehighestand
carbon arrow from the target is more than some will like. lowestmeasurements
The center insert seems denser than the other parts of the
target. Hence, it takes more force to remove an arrow from the center portion
of the target. Please note that the arrow removal test does not consider shots
taken
from the center of the target because the insert has a tendency to pull
Bow Setup
and
away ever-so slightly from the target.

Distance from
Target - Arrow
Overall
Removal Rinehart has won numerous coveted awards in the industry. The awards

speak to the quality of product Rinehart manufacturers. Nevertheless, the
company continues to strive for perfection. Rinehart's focus on excellence
remains tied to designing targets that meet the archer's need. Rinehart's
mission on quality and target integrity keeps them at the top of the leader
board in the industry. The company's theory is simple - an arrow that effortlessly travels through a target, resulting in damage to either the arrow or
fletching can cost the archer dearly. Rinehart's reliable target material is
designed to stand the test of time, and is the main selling point for consumers. If consumers want the same material used in the RhinoBlock, but in
a different shape or size, they have options - so be cognizant of their needs
and of the company's numerous offerings.
Special Thanks: I would like to thank the manufacturer and sponsor
who supported this event; without them and their support, this evaluation
would never have been possible.
AMS Bowfishing is one of the finest producers of bowfishing gear in the
country. The Wisconsin firm offers reels, bows, arrows and accessories,
which are all essential to success in the field. The fiberglass arrows proved to
be vital in my testing, surviving hundreds of shots without failure.
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